Example Syllabus Formats

Syllabus
Class Name
Day and Time
Instructor Name
Instructor Contact Information

Weekly Topic Format

| Class 1 – Date | Title of Topic for Class 1 |
| Class 2 – Date | Title of Topic for Class 2 |
| Class 3 – Date | Title of Topic for Class 3 |
| Class 4 – Date | Title of Topic for Class 4 |
| Class 5 – Date | Title of Topic for Class 5 |
| Class 6 – Date | Title of Topic for Class 6 |

Class Discussion/Topic Format

This semester we will discuss a variety of topics including....

OR

This semester we will be working on colored pencil drawing using videos for a variety of skill sets. These videos will include, but are not limited to....

Speaker Series Format

Speakers we have had in previous semesters include....

OR

Speakers we are looking to include this semester include members of the philosophy department....

*Content/Classes subject to change